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LINEARITY IN FACTOR .ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
The uniqueness of mathematics in that it is a science complete 
in itself makes it possible to apply mathematical tools to sciences 
which, in themselves vary widely in content. There is, however, a 
particular difficulty which must be surmounted. A given mathematical 
procedure may be valid in the science of mathematics but invalid in 
another science, such as psychology. The reason for this is that 
sometimes there is a discrepancy between the implicit assumptions in 
the field of mathematics and those implicit in the field of application. 
Factor analysis, one of the new mathematical tools, was intro-
duced by Spearman in his 'G' and 's' theory about thirty years ago. He 
presents his theory in these words: 
"Briefly stated the main, or general, theory is that 
every measurement of every ability can be resolved into two 
factors, of which the one is general, whereas the other is 
specific. Otherwise expressed, a.11 abilities involve one 
and the same factor 'G', whereas every different ability has 
its own particular factor •s•. Of course, the case may 
arise where abilities are only different in part, they are 
then said to •overlap', or to contain a 'group factor'. 
But, in general, this occurs when the abilities are very 
closely and obviously allied ••••• " (13, p. 561) 
In opposition to this theory, Thomson has proposed the 'Sampling 
View': 
"In plaoe therefore of the two factors of that theory, 
one general and the other specific, the present writer prefere 
to think of a number of factors at play in the carrying out 
of any activity such as a mental test, these factors being 
a sample of all those which the individual has at command •••• 
It does not deny general ability 1 for if the samples are 
large there will of course be factors common to all activities. 
On the other hand it does not assert general ability, for the 
samples may not be so large as this, and no single factor may 
occur in every activity. If, moreover, a number of factors 
do run through the whole gamut of activities, forming a gen-
eral factor, this group need not be the same in every indivi-
dual. In other words, general ability, if possessed by any 
individual, need not be psychologically of the same nature 
as any general ability possessed by another individual ••••• " 
(14, p. 183) . 
Kelley's ample factor view takes into consideration the minimal 
number of pure factors necessary to define a particular problem. His 
view can best be described in his own words: 
"The writer believes the number of factors in this view 
is greater than three and less than twenty, and would point 
out that the ampleness is dependent upon the function to be 
served, and that the nlUD.ber of factors ample for one purpose 
would certainly not be ample for a more complex purpose. We 
accordingly have the problem of (a} defining and determining 
the factors ample for various purposes, and (b} endeavoring 
so far as may be to preserve the identity of factors as we 
progress to more and more complex purposes ••••• " (11, p. 35) 
As a developmen~ of Spearman rather than in opposition to him we 
have Thurstone's "Primary Ability Theory" with which he attempts to dis-
cover significant categories in the social sciences. Thurstone says: 
"It is the faith of all sciences that an unlimited 
number of phenomena can be comprehended in terms of a 
limited number of ideal constructs ••••• The criterion by 
which a new ideal construct in science is accepted or re-
jected is the degree to which it facilitates the com-
prehension of a class of phenomenas which can be -thought 
of as~examples of a single construct rather than as individ-
ualized events. It is in this sense that the chief object 
of science is to minimize mental effort. But in order that 
this reduction shall be accepted as science, it must be 
demonstrated, either explicitly or by implication, that the 
number of degrees of freedom of tha construct is smaller 
than the number of degrees of freedom of the phenomena that 
the reduction is expected to subsume ••••• (20, pp. 44-45) 
When these various tools are applied to scientific data, many 
errors may occur. The method in itself, makes no guarantee of its ap-
plicability to the data concerned. Oftentimes the postulations of the 
scientist exceed the limitations inherent in the particular tool in 
use. While the multiple factor method of Thurstone is probably the 
most general and practical of all these analytical tools, it possesses 
a number of limitations which are frequently ignored by scientists who 
are not familiar with the conditions basic to factor theory. In dis-
cussing such basic considerations, Kelly (12, pp. 201-208) says: 
"In the light of this reasoning probably any mention 
of the value of a correlation should be accompanied by a spe-
cific statement of the absolute dispersion allowed each vari-
able by its definition as well a s the basis upon which the 
population was selected. Any statistical technique such as 
multiple regression or factor analysis which is based upon 
the degree of relationship expressed by the coefficient of 
correlation should be accompanied by such a statement. Cer-
tainly, in factor analysis, if one is to 'discover' specific 
factors as •operative' he should make clear to his readers 
that such discoveries are true only within the limitations 
which his definitions have imposed upon the dispersions, 
and that a 'discovered' factor's 'operative-ness' may be 
altered entirely by a more liberal definition of some of the 
measured variables. Thus energy output, a s measured among 
the members of a certain fourth grade class, may not appear 
to affect the factor constellation in terms of which the 
class's performance on a battery of ~ests is described; but, 
in the cases of certain children, a clinical psychologist may 
be forced to recognize excessively low or excessively high 
energy outputs as the crucial factors in their test perfor-
mances. A factor analysis would therefore be of little 
value to a clinical psychologist unless it specified that 
sufficiently extensive definitions of suoh variables were 
allowed." 
Basic to the theoretical development of the method of factor 
analysis is the assumption that any test can be regarded a s a linear 
function of a number of factors a.nd that a linear relationship exists 
between any two tests in the factor battery. 
Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is twofold: (1) To point out 
that linearity is not sufficiently extensive for the general case, 
and (2) factor analysis must necessarily be limited to those variables 
known to be linearly correlated. 
Part I 
Psychological Approach 
The first problem has been touched upon by several scientists. 
Furfey (5, p. 208) says: 
" ••••• It may conservatively be stated, however, that 
the normality or linearity of no bivariate universe has ever 
been scientifically proved. What we know about the normality 
of the few univariate universes which have been rather cas-
ually studied, would certainly incline one to suspect that 
normal bivariate universes, at least, are extremely .rare if 
not non-existent." 
In instances when extreme cases are included in data collected, 
there is definite curvilinear relationship between two variables. 
Consider, for example, the correlation between visual acuity and 
reading ability which was found in the population investigated in 
this study to be -.230 • . As it stands, the relationship is linear. 
But consideration of this from the comm.on sense viewpoint indicated 
that visual acuity is necessary for reading and if a population is 
extended to include the extremes of no vision on the one hand, there 
would be no reading ability on the other. As visual acuity increased, 
reading skill would also increase accordingly until some ideal visual 
situation had been reached, then the curve would level off. If 
reading ability is made the dependent variable and visual acuity 
allowed to increase beyond the point necessary for a good focus at 
reading distance, then reading ability will decrease after a certain 
point has been reached. The graph of a number of points from one 
extreme to another will give a power curve relationship. 
If extreme cases were eliminated, linear relationships might be 
more adequate. But it is necessary for science to investigate the 
extr~mes in order to learn to control that part of nature which is out 
of harmony. 
As a demonstration of the inconsistencies which might arise when 
variables which are not linearly related are included in t he battery, 
a factor analysis was made of a battery of tests including problem 
solution, number series, digits, nonsense syllables, personality, lan~ 
guage, and visual acuity. Linear correlations were calculated and the 
results entered in a correlation table which was factor analysed. Later, 
all intercorrelations for visual acuity were calculated by a more gen-
eral method which accounts for both linear and curvilinear relationships. 
(4, p. 205) By this method, more nearly accurate relationships for 
visual acuity were found. The linear correlations of vision were re-
placed by these new values, thus forming a new matrix which was factor 
analyzed. 
The following results were obtained f~om the two analyses: 
Visual trait loadings 





















These loadings would show a marked discrepancy even after rota-
tion. The loadings in the first set are not psychologicall~ meaningful 
because they do not represent the relationship which actually exists. 
The loadings in the second set are not mathematically meaningful be-
cause they are inconsistent with the basic assumption of linearity. 
This problem will be discussed in the mathematical approach. 
Part II 
Mathematical Approach 
Any test can be represented as ·a radial vector in a common factor 
space. Thinking in terms of three dimensions, a normalized test can 
be regarded as a point on a unit sphere. The correlation between any 
pair of tests is the scalar product of their test vectors, and the 
correlation between the normalized tests is the cosine of their angular 
separation. These cosines, or correlations, are independent of any 
co-ordinate system, but, according to Thurstone, the co-ordinate axes 
are the scientific categories in terms of which scientific interpreta-
tion can be given. The determination of these axes is the most inter-
esting and probably the most valuable part of the factor analysis 
problem. 
As stated above, Thurstone regards the correlation between two 
normalized tests as the cosine of their angular separation. Before 
further development can be made it will be necessary to prove this 
lemma. First, he makes the assumption that any test can be regarded 
as a linear function of a number of factors. 
• • • • • • • • • + a X . t jq q_l 
where Sji represents the standard score of individual 1 in test j. 
The x•s represent standard scores in the statistically independent 
arbitrary reference abilities, while the a•s represent factor loadings 
in the tests. Then, using the Pearsonian coefficient of correlation 
formula 
N 
rjk = 1/N L sjiski 
1:1 
where s ji and ski repre,sent standard scores of individual i in tests 
j and k as defined above. 
The correlation between the two tests then becomes 
where the cross products 
correlated by definition 
vanish because 
N 
and½ L xj'.i: 
1-1 
= [N 2 : ft Xqi l 
1=1 
x41 are un-
because the standard deviations are unity. The self correlations would 
be 
or a hypershpere. Take an arbitrary x1 - axis through test k, then 
the coordinates of k are (1,0,0, ••• ,0). The x2- axis must be perpen-
dicular to the xi- axis in any direction. Rotate the sphere until j 
lies in the ~x2 - plane, thus, making the x2 ,x3, ••••• ,Xrcoordinates 
vanish. Substituting the values ak1= 1, ak2 = ak3 = ••••• = akr =o, 
we have rjk: ajl' but ajl being the projection of the trait vector 
j on the reference vector 1 for a unit hypersphere is the cosine of 
their angular separation. Therefore, the corrlation between any two 
traits is the cosine of their angular separation. 
Because of the fact that the intercorrelations are independent 
of any coordinate system, the reference vectors can be rotated without 
effecting the intercorrelations. Rotate the coordinate system so that 
the centroid lies on the first arbitrary axis of reference. Then 
equation (2) becomes 
(4) rjk: ajl akl aj2 ak2 + ••••••• + ajr ah• 
In order to determine the centroid, it is necessary to find the average 
for all the traits. Summing (4) for all traits j in column k of the 
correlational matrix R, 
( 5) 
N L rjk = 
j~l 
N 
a'k1[ a' jl 11 
j d 
N 
a'k2 La.• j2 
j~l 
N 
+ ...... a' -a, kr jr 
j:l 





N . . . - a' 
k-=l 
the matrix is 
N N N 
\ r - r-- a' \ a' L jk - L kl L jl 
j~l ksl J=l 
N 
+\ a' L k2 
k=l 






But (7) L a'km: [ a' jm because 
J=l k::l j-:.-1 
symmetric. Substituting (7) in (6) we have 
2 
+ N 2 L a.'j2 + •••• 
j:l 
Then the coordinates of the centroid of the system will be 
N N N 
(9)i[a'jl'i[a'j2' •••••••il._ a'jr• 
j::l jrl . j,:,l 
The system was r otated so that the centroid was on the first axis of 
reference, thus, making 
....... 
and the coordinates of the system become N 
½La'j1· 
j~l 
O, o, ••. , O. Substituting (10) in (8) 
2 N 
\a' L jl : rt, and substituting (10) in 
hl 
( 5) we have ( 12) N T rjk N N = a'kl La' jl' but [ a' jl :. -..fr; froiri ( 11) , 
j~l J~l J~l 
thus, making the factor loading (13) N / 
a'kl = / rjk -vr;- , or the 
j,wl 
sum of each column of R divided by the square root of the sum of all the 
ent ries in R. 
With a'jm determined by (13) we have from (4) (14) rjk - a' jla'kt= 
a' j2a'k2 +••••••a' jra'kr r 2Jk' where r 2jk equals the first-factor 
residuals. Summing for colwnn k, 
N - N N 
a_'kl L· a'k2 La' j2 t a'k3 a' j 3 t ••• 
j:rl j:-1 
(10) it follows that 
N 
(16) L r2jk = O, or the sum of the residuals for each column is 
J~l 
zero, thus, making the centroid at the origin. 
Since one factor has been extracted, our residual table is of 
rank (r-1) and our new reference axis will be orthogonal to the old. 
The centroid of this system is at the origin thus making some trans-
formation necessary before equation (13) can be applied. Let us again 
visualize a sphere, this time, think of two clusters of tests on the 
surface of the sphere located diametric~lly opposite. This would place 
the center of gravity at the origin. In order to displace this bal-
an·ce, we can reflect some of the tests by changing ithe signs of their 
j 
coordinates. This reflects mos.t of the tests to one side, thus, re-
moving the centroid from the origin. After the reflection of the tests, 
we have 
(l?) r'2jk: a"j2a"k2 ••••••• a"jra"1cr· This residual subspace 
-is then rotated so that the new centroid lies in the second orthogonal 
reference axis and the above procedure is repeated until all the factors 
have been extracted. This is the mathematical development of the cen-
troid method of matrix factorization. (20, p. 92) 
However, in case we are dealing with traits which are not linearly 
related, this method would not be general enough to analyze adequately 
the _problem concerned. For example-, suppose the relationship between 
two variables, x and y, is non-linear and of the nature of a parabolic 
curve y ax2 , then their correlation would necessarily be expressed 
r -xy - , or by the principle of least squares, 
we could develop a more general method which would account for both 
linear and non-linear correlation. Such an equation would take the 
form 
rry :: /(y-y)2 , in which y-y' represents devi-
ations of actual scores from computed score. 
In the light of the above development, it would seem that 
tetrachoric, biserial, or contingency coefficients could not be used 
in the factorial matrix. 
Concluding Remarks 
The scientist does not always have proof that any bivariate 
universe is linear, Sfd until he can produce such a proof he is not 
justified in using r as a measurement of concomitant variation for all 
psychological variables. The value of any mathematical tool which is 
applied to statistical data is dependent upon the investigator's 
- observance of the implicit assumptions underlying its development. 
If variables are actually curvilinearly related,the ordinary 
Pearsonian r will not represent their true relationship, and any factor 
analysis based upon such coefficients will not be psychologically mean-
ing:f'ul. Furthermore, unless the correlation between two variables can 
be expressed by the Pearsonian r, the factor analytist is not justified, 
mathematically, in using the correlation values in his matrix. 
APPENDIX I 
OUTLINE FOR THE CENTROID METHOD 
This method, based upon the algebraic development of the first part 
of the paper, has been demonstrated for a battery of ten tests. The steps 
are outlined for the determination of the r ank of correlational matrix A. 
1. Tabulate the intercorrelations with their respective signs in 
the sign cell at the left. thus, forming matrix A, symmetric about the 
diagonal, with the diagonal entries blank. 
2. Place communalities in the diagonal cells (20. p. 62-64). This 
communality is the highest intercorrelation in the row, irrespective of 
the sign which is always taken as positive. For example, in row one of 
table A, page 16, the correlation between test one and two is .574, 
which is the highest value for that row. This value i s then placed in 
the diagonal cell of that row. In row se en -.415 is the highest value. 
Place it in the diagonal cell of row seven with a positive s ign. 
3. Construct a sign table to facilitate work in reflecting tests. 
Across the top of the table place numbers to represent the columns of 
table A. Count the number of minus signs for each column of table A 
and record these in the first row of the sign table. The number of 
minus signs for column one is four, and for solumn two i s three. Take 
the sum of these minus signs, which in this case is 42. and record it in 
column x of row one. Tests having the greatest number of minus signs 
are eight and ten. Choose test ten for reflection and place ten in row 
two of column ki and place an x above column ten of the sign table. After 
test ten has been reflected, there will be (n-1) = 9-7 = 2 negative 
signs remaining. Place 2 in the second row of column ten. ColUJilll one 
of table A has a negative sign in row ten, therefore, when all the signs 
in row ten have been reflected, column one will have one less negative 
sign, 4-1 = 3. Likewise, column two will have one negative sign. 
Column eight has a positive sign in _row ten, therefore, it will have one 
mo~e negative sign after the reflection of test ten. Record 7 1 = 8 
in the second row of column eight. The number of negative signs for each 
column after the reflection of test ten should be placed in the second 
row of the sign table. Take the sum of these negative signs and place 
the result in the second row of column x. This value will be 32. The 
number of minus signs has been reduced 42-32 = 10, or twice the redu~-
tion in the reflected column which was 7-2 = 5. This serves as a check 
on sign reflection. If x1-x2 = 2(s1-s2) where x1 represents the total 
number of minus signs before reflection, x2 , the number after reflection, 
s1, the number in the column to be reflected, and s2 the number in that 
column after reflection, then we may be sure that there have been no 
errors ma.de in sign reflection. 
Column eight now has the greatest number of minus signs and will 
be reflected. Place eight in row three under column k1 and an X above 
column eight in the sign table. Column eight will have 9-8 • 1 minus 
signs after reflection. Column one is negative in row eight, therefore, 
after reflection it will have 3-1: 2 negatives a ns. Te st ten has been 
reflected once. therefore, it will have 2-1 - 1 negative signs after re-
flection even though its entry in row eight is positive. After a test 
has been reflected once, the sign rules are reversed for that column. 
Af'ter the number of negative signs have been entered for each column, 
and the total sum taken, apply the test given above. This is continued 
until the number of minus signs for each column does not exceed (n-1)/2. 
After the sign table has been completed, the signs are changed in those 
rows to be reflected. The changed sign is written in the sign cell just 
below the original table. 
5. Af'ter the tests have been reflected, thus, making sure that the 
centroid does not lie at the origin1 , apply equation (5), pages. By 
this equation find the sum of the entries in each column of table A and 
record the values in row D. The sums of the rows are also calculated and 
recorded in column Das a check. By the use of equation (6), page 8, 
add row D, obtaining the total sum of 17.453 for the matrix. By equation 
(13), page 9, determine the factor loadings. The -vr.;- in table A being 
4.18, 1/~: .24, this value is multiplied by N 
Lrjk' or the sum for 
0 jzl 
each column gives the entries for row E, a11 : 2.668 x .24, a12 = 2.109 
x .24: .50616, etc. These same values are recorded in K with minus 
signs for those tests reflected in the sign table. 
6. After the factor loadings have been determined, substitute their 
values in equation (14) and solve for the first-factor residuals which 
are then recorded in table B. 
r 2 •21 = .574 - (.64032) (.50616) : .24990, record this in column 
one of row two. 
1 See part II, pages 8 and 9 
TABLE A - INTERC0RRELATI0NS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ + + + + + 1 ( 5'74) • 5'74 .302 .354 .350 -.161 .074 + .002 .270 •1 55 2.668 + + 
+ + + + + + + + 2 • 5'74 ( .n74) .329 .005 .191 .096 .228 .225 .107 .230 2.109 + + 
+ + + + + + + 
3 .302 .329 (. 448) .448 .086 .395 .165 + .005 + .098 + .125 2.401 
+ + + + + + + 
4 .354 .005 .448 (.448) .312 .275 .u 7 + .175 + .006 + .152 2.292 
+ + + + + + + 
5 .350 .191 .086 .312 ( .350) .266 .130 + .014 - .039 + .220 1. 620 
+ + + + + + + + 
6 .161 .096 .395 .275 .266 ( .395) .029 + .023 - .142 + .197 1.695 
+ + + + + 
? .074 .228 .165 .117 .130 .029 ( .413) + .415 + .260 + .061 1.486 
+ + + + 
8 + .002 - .225 + .005 + .1'75 + .014 + .023 + .415 -(.415) + .346 - .15'7 0.635 
+ + + + + + 
9 + .155 + .10? + .098 + .006 - .039 - .142 + .260 + .346 -t.346) - .210 0.655 
+ + + + + + 
10 + .270 + • .230 + .125 + .152 + . 280 + .19'7 + .061 - .157 - .210 -(.2'70) l.892 
+ + + + + + + + + + 
D 2.668 2.109 2.401 2.292 1.620 1.695 1.486 0.635 0.655 1.892 17.453 
E 64032 60616 5'7624 55008 38880 .4068 35664 .1524 .15'72 45408 4.18 
K 64302 50616 57624 55008 38880 .4068 35664 .1524 .1572 45408 .24 
r 2 •31 = .302 - (.64032)(.5?624) = -.06698, record this in column one 
of row three. 
r 2 •53 a .266 - (.38880)(.40680) = .10784, record in column five of 
row six. 
In a like manner, calculate all the entries below the diagonal by 
symmetry. Table B should now have all cell entries, except the diagonals, 
filled. Pick the highest coefficient in each row, disregarding sign, and 
record it in the diagonal cell with positive sign. 
7. Reflect the signs and follow through the steps given above 
until the intercorrelations approximate zero2 • 
8. The values recorded in row F of each table constitute the 
factors which go to make up factorial matrix F, page 26. 













1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ + + + • 
,3023q) _.,2499 .06698 .0017'7 .10104 .09948 + .30236 + .09558 -.05434 + .020'76 .35317 
+ + t + + + + + + + 
-.24990 - 317~ -.03733 +.27343 +.00580 +.10991 -.04748 +.30214 -.02743 -.00016 .19264 
+ + + + 
.06698 -.03733 ~ 16059) .13102 .13804 .16059 +.04051 +.09282 +.00742 +.13666 .48726 
+ - + + + - - + - -
.00177 +.27343 .13102 c;'27343) .0981~ .05123 +.07918 -.09117 -t.08047 .+~09778 .89281 
+ + T + - - - + 
.10104 +.00580 .13804 .09813 2686§} .10784 +.26866 + .04525 + .10012 -.04345 .81401 
+ - + + - ' - - + . 
• 09948 +.10991 .16059 .05123 .10784 ~ 22915)+.11608 +.03900 +.20595 -~01372 · ·.80445 
- + + - - - - + + + + + + - - -
+.30236 -.04748 +.04051 + .07918 +.26866 +.11608 { 2606~ -.36065 -.20394 +.10094 1.67857 
- - - - + - - + + + + - - + + 
+.09558 +.30214 +.0928r' -.09117 t.04525 +.03900 -.36065 { 3917 ,0+.36996 -.0878 .3496 
+ + + - - - - + + - + + + 
-.05434 -.02743 +.00'742 +.08047 . .-.10012 +.£0595 -.20394 +.36996 -{ 3699~ -.1386'2 .709-61 
+ + . + + + + + + + + 
+.02076 -.00016 +.13666 +.09778 -.04345 -.01372 +.10094 -.0878 -.13862 - ( 1386~ .46229 
+ 
.35317 
+ + + 
.19264 .48726 .89281 
+ ++ + 
.81401 .80445 1.67857 
+ + + + 
.3496 • 70961 .46229 6.74441 
E .13597 .07417 .18760 .34373 .31339 .30971 .64625 .13460 .27320 .17798 
K .13597 .07417 .18760 .34373 .31339 .30971 .64&25 el3460 .27320 .17798 .385 
TABLE C 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 D 
+ + - - - ¼½ + + + + 
1. .28387) +.26839 +.09249 +.04497 -.05844 +.14159 -.21649 -.07728 +.09149 +.00344 1.2785 
- + , - + + + 
2. +.26839 - (- 31725' .05124 .24794 +.01744 .08694 +.00045 +.31212 .00723 .00116 1.2054 
- - J •r + - + - + - • 
3. +.09249 .05124 tl9683) .06654 t.19683 .10249 +.08085 7.06757 .04383 .103'!7 .67666 
- + + + - - - - - + 
4. +.04497 .24794 .06654 ~2479~+.00959 .15769 +.14296 +.13744 .01344 .03660 .76285 
++ - - - ++ ~ · ++ ++ + -
5. -.09844 +.01744 +.19683 +.00959 .1968~-.010?8 -.06613 -.00307 .01450 +.09923 .62228 
- + + - + I + - - + -
6. +.14159 .08694 .10249 .15769 -.01078 ~ 1576~ +.08407 +.00269 .12134 .06884 .4595 
++ - - - ++ - ++ ~ ++ + -
7. -.21649 +.00045 +.08085 +.14296 -.06613 +.08407 ( 27367/ -.27367 -.02738 +.21596 1.3269 
+ + + + + + + • + + - + 
e. -.07738 +.31212 -.067fJ7 +.13744 -.00307 +.00259 -.27367 .40673) +.40673 '-.06384 1.4883 
- + - - + + + - +( + 
9. +.09149 .00723 .04383 .01344 -.01450 .12134 -.02738 +.40673 t 406'7~ .09000 1.0244 












+ + + 
• 67666 .76285 .62228 
.21991 . 24793 .20224 
.21991 .24793 -.20224 
+ + + + 
.4595 1.3269 1.4883 1.0244 .63062 9.47541 
.14934 .43124 .483?0 .. 33293 .20495 V3.oa 
.14934 .43124 .48370 .33293 ~20495 V .325 
SIGN CHARTS 
TABLE A 
X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
4 2 3 3 3 · 2 5 7 6 7 42 
3 l 2 2 2 1 4 8 7 2 32 10 
2 2 1 1 l 0 3 1 6 l 19 8 
1 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 3 0 12 9 
TABLE B 
X X X X X 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 X ki 
5 4 6 5 5 6 6· 6 5 4 52 
4 3 5 6 4 5 '7 3 4 5 46 8 
3 4 4 5 3 4 2 2 5 4 36 7 
4 5 3 4 2 3 1 3 4 5 34 9 
3 6 2 3 3 4 2 2 3 4 32 10 
4 3 3 2 2 3, 1 3 2 3 26 2 
T.ABLE , C 
X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 'l 8 9 10 X ki 
6 6 5 6 4 5 5 4 4 5 50 
3 5 4 5 5 4 6 5 3 4 44 1 
2 4 3 4 6 3 3 6 4 3 38 7 
l 3 4 3 7 2 2 3 3 4 3,2 8 










1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ + + + + + 
.12370 .10561 -.00112 .05805 t.02559 .07954 .03731 .12370 +.04685 +.08172 .31745 
+ + J- + - + - + - - + 
.10561 ~16849) +.13739 .15081 +.06179 .02843 .16849 .12263 +.12320 +.08145 .81131 
+ - ++ .;\ + ++ + - - -- ++ + 
-.00112 +.13739 -~1739., -.01202 -.15236 -.06965 +.01398 +.1'7394 +.11704 -.0582 .50998 
- + + + - - + + - = + 
.05805 -.15081 -.01202 (19472) +.04055 .19472 .03604 .01752 +.09598 +.,01421 .28504 
+ + _\ + + - - - - - + + + 
' +.02559 +.061'79 -.15236 +.04055 - 15593) +.04098 +.o:nos +.,09745 +.os1s3 -.05778 .56898 
+ + + - - + + - --+ - + 
.07954 .02843 -.06965 .19472 +.04098 19471, .01967 .06955 -.07162 +.09945 .05725 
+ - - + - + + + - + + 
.03731 .16849 +.0139s .03604 +.o:noa .01967 ~ 1709~ .06507 +.17095 -.1.2758 .2~98 
- + - + - - . + + '.\ + - + 
.12370 .12263 +.17394 .01752 +.09475 .06955 .06507 ~ 24569)- . 24569 +.16297 .44863 
- - - - - - + - + +~+ \ + + + 
+.04685 +.12330 +.11704 +.09598 +.08183 -.0716~ +.17095 -.24569 - 29589)-.02177 .23846 
- - + + - + + - + - + + + 
+.08172 +.08145 -.0582 +.01421 -.05778 +.09945 -.12758 +.16297 -.02177 -(1'7396) .62393 
D .31745 .81131 .50998 .. 28504 .56898 .05725 .. . 2:3898 .44363 .23846 .6'2393 4.09501 
E .15714 .40160 .254244 .14109 .28165 .02834 .11830 .21960 .11804 .30885 2.02 
K .15714 .40160 .254244 .14109 .28165 .02834 .11830 .21960 .11804 .30885 .495 
TABLE E 











+~1582~ +.0425 :.04079 .08022 +.01867 +.07509 +.01972 +.15821 +.0283 :.03319 .42708 
+ + + + + + + + 
_.0425 i E216~ :-~3601 _.09415 :-~5132 _.01705 _.2160 :-03444 _.0758 :-~4258 .68495 
+ .04079 -.03~01 j1468~ +.04'764 -.08126 + .0?68 +.01588 -.1185 + .14684 + .01977 • 61877 
+ - +( ,+ - + + 
.08022 .09415 +.04764 ~19872)-.00081 .19872 .01935 +.01346 .07933 +.02937 .20227 
- - + + + + + + - + + 
+.01867 +.05132 -.08126 -.00081 j11500-.033 +.01224 -.0329 +.11508 +.0292 .36353 
+ + - - + + \ + - + 
.07509 .01705 +.0768 .19872 -.033 ~19872) .0163,2 +.07577 .07497 -.0907 .06236 
+ + + + + + + 
.01872 .2106 +.01588 .01935 +.01224 .01632 (,210 ~ -.03909 .15699 +.16412 .79653 
+ + + + + - + + + A - + + 
+.15821 -.03444 -.1185 +.01346 -.0329 +.07577 -.03909 - 2716, +.27169 -.09515 .96384 
·.0283 +.0758 +.14684 +.07933 +.11508 .07497 ·.15699 :.;7169 · ~2819~) :.01469 1 .09517 
+ + + + + .+ \ 
-.03319 +.04258 +.01977 +.02937 +.02921 -.0907 +.16412 -.09515 +.01469 -El6412J - ·33716 
D .42708 .68495 .61877 .20227 .36353 .06236 .79653 .96384 1.09571 .33716 5.5522 
E .18108 .29042 .26236 .08576 .15414 .02644 .33773 .40867 .46458 .14296 lfi:i:s 
K .18108 .29042 .26236 .08576 .15414 .02644 .33773 .40867 .46458 -.14296../.424 
TABLE F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
+ + - - - - - - + + - + - -
1. -{1254, +.01009 +.00672 +.09575 +.00924 -.07030 +.04244 -.08421 +.05583 +.05908 
- - + + ' - + + + + + - - - + 
2. +.01009 .1531~ +.11220 -.06924 -.00655 -.00937 +.11792 +.15313 +.05912 -.00106 
3. :.00672 :~11220 ,1122~ +.02514 :.04082 :.06986 -.07273 +.01128 +.02495 -.05728 
4. :.09575 :.06924 +.02514 +~009~ :.01~3 :.20099 -.00961 -.02159 +.03949 +.01711 
-- ++ + ;+ \ -- - - + -
5. +.00924 -.00655 -.04082 +.01403 -\:09132) +.03708 +.03982 +.03009 -.043·47 +.05125 
++ ++ + - -- ++ ~· + - -
6. -.07030 -.00937 -.06986 +.20099 +.03708 .20097-.00739 -.06496 +.08725 +.09448 
7.+~04244 :.11792 -.07273 -.00961 :.03892 :.00739 +{1771~ -.17711 +.00009 +.11584 
+ - + . 
a. -.00421 +.15313 +.01128 -.02159 +.03009 -.06496 -.17?1 +{1111~+.00193 +.03673 
- - - + -
9. +.05583 +.05912 +.02495 +.03 49 -.04347 +.08725 +.00009 +.08183 +~0872~ -.05173 
- + - - ' 












D .35200 .53103 .05180 .49306 .10245 .48409 .22638 .14230 .34061 .40810 3.13182 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
5 5 4 5 .7 4 4 5 6 5 50 
4 4 5 4 2 3 3 4 5 6 40 5 
3 3 6 3 1 2 4 3 6 3 34 10 
4 2 3 4 0 3 3 2 5 2 28 3 
3 1 4 3 l 4 2 3 4 l 26 9 
TABLE E 
X X X X X 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
4 2 6 5 5 4 3 4 5 6 44 
5 1 5 4 4 5 2 5 4 3 38 10 
4 2 4 3 5 4 l 6 3 4 36 3 
3 3 3 2 6 3 2 3 2 3 30 8 
2 2 2 3 3 4 1 2 l 4 24 5 
TABLE F 
X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X k1 
7 5 4 5 6 4 6 4 4 5 50 , l 
2 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 3 4 40 l 
3 5 4 3 4 4 - 4 4 4 3 58 5 
4 4 3 4 3 ·5 3 3 3 4 36 2 




3. -.01254 +.10342 
4. +.04035 -.15282 +.01699 
5. -.0.2075 -.01082 -.04251 -.00209 
6. +.01590 -.07269 -.0778? +.12480 -.05291 
?. +.01700 +.07955 -.07647 -.02602 +.03245 -.04237 
8. -.10020 +.12901 +.00893 -.04399 +.02544 -.08695 -.18739 
9. +.01756 +.00138 +.01932 -.01412 -.05461 +.03462 -.02452 +.06636 ( 




I II III IV V VI 
l. .64032 .1359'7 -.41551 .15714 .18108 -.19888 
2. .50616 -.0741'7 • 391'76 .40160 .29042 - • 30003 
3. .5'7624 .18760 .21991 -.25244 -.26236 .02925 
4. • 55008 .34373 .24'793 .14109 .08576 • 2'7858 
5. .38880 .31339 -.20224 -.28165 -el5414 -.05788 
6. .40680 .30971 .14934 .02834 .02644 -.27351 
7. .35664 -.64625 -.43124 .11830 .33773 .12790 
s. -.15240 -.13460 -.48370 .21960 -.40867 .08040 
9. -.15720 -.2'7320 .33293 -.11804 .46458 .19244 
10. -.45408 -.17'798 .20495 -.30885 -.14296 .23058 
.APPENDIX II 
SECOND CENTRO~D ANALYSIS 
This analysis was made of the same table of correlations as 
A with the augmented in~ercorrelations for row ten. The same pro-




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
l. +( .5?4) + .5?4 + .302 + .354 + .350 + .161 - .074 + .002 - + .155 + .416 2.814 
+ 
2. + .574 +(. 574) + .329 + .005 + .191 + .096 + .228 - .225 + .107 + .402 2.281 
3. + .302 + .329 +( .448) + •• 448 + .086 + .395 + .165 + .005 + .098 + .536 2.812 
4. + .354 + .005 + .448 +( .448) + .312 + .275 + .117 + .175 + .006 + .282 2.422 
+ 
5. + .350 + .191 + .086 + .312 +( .350) + .266 - .130 + .014 - .039 + .671 2.on 
+ 
6. + .161 + .096 + .395 + .275 + .266 +( .395) + .029 + .023 - .142 + .390 1..888 
7. - .074 + .228 + .165 + . 117 - .130 + .029 +(.415) + • 4.15 + .260 + .351 l.924 
+ + + + 
a. + .002 - ·.225 + .005 + .175 + .014 + .023 + .415 -( .415-) + .346 -. 403 .063 
+ + + + + 
9. + .115 + .,107 + .098 + .006 - .039 - .142 + .260 + .346 -(.585) - .585 .791 
+ + 
10. + .416 + .402 + .536 + .282 + .671 + .390 + .351 - .403 - .585 +(. 671) 2.645 
D 2.814 2.281 2 . 812 2 .422 2.on 1.888 1.924 .063 .791 2.645 
E .6357 • 51528 .63523 .54713 .46784 .4265 .43463 .01423 .17868 .59750 
----------------------
TABLE B' 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
+ + + + + + + + + + 
1. -(.350) -. 246 + .101 - .006 - .053 + .no + .350 + .007 - .039 - .036 .480 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
2. - .246 -( .308} - .002 + .276 + .050 + .124 - .054 + .232 - .015 - .094 1.397 
+ + 
3. + .101 - .002 +( .246) + .101 - .246 + .125 + .111 - .004 + .015 - .156 .292 
+ 
4. - .006 + .276 + .101 +(. 276) + .056 + .042 + .121 + .167 + .091 + .045 1.169 
+ + 
5. - .053 + .050 - .246 + .056 + (. 333) + .066 + .333 + .007 + .123 - .391 .278 
+ 
6. + .no + .124 + .125 + .042 + .066 +( .218) + .156 + .017 + .218 - .135 .941 
+ + + + + + + + + 
7. + .350 - .054 + .111 + .121 + .333 + .156 -( .409) - .409 - .182 - .091 .698 
+ 
8. + .007 + .232 - .004 + .167 + .007 + .017 - .409 +(.415) + .349 + .412 1.193 
+ + + + + + + 
9. - .039 - .015 + .016 + .091 + .123 + .218 - .182 + .349 -(. 692) + .692 1.033 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
10. - .063 - .094 - .156 + .045 - .391 - .135 - .091 + .412 + .692 -(.692) .ooo 
1 
I 
D .480 1.397 .298 1.169 .278 .941 .698 1.193 1.033 .ooo 7.481 
E .175 .510 .107 .427 .101 .303 .255 .435 .377 .ooo .3649 
TABL C ' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ + + + + 
1. +( . 377) - .157 - . 082 .. .081 + .071 - . 050 + . 377 + .069 + . 027 - . 036 . 925 
+ + + + + + + + 
2 . - • lfi7 +(.177) + . 057 - . 058 - . 004 + .051 + . 076 - . 010 + . 177 - . 094 .737 
+ 
3. - . 082 + .057 +( . 2 )7) + .044 - .257 + . 088 + . 084 + . 050 - . 024 + .156 . 373 
+ 
4 . + . 081 - . 058 + .044 +(.116) + .013 - .104 + . 012 + . 019 - . 070 + .116 . 169 
+ 
5 . + . 071 - . 004 - . 257 + .013 + ( . 391) + . 032 + . 307 + . 037 + . 985 + . 391 1.066 
+ 
6 . - . 050 + . 051 + . 088 - . 104 + . 032 +(.132) + . 069 + . 132 + . 089 + . 135 . 574 
+ 
7. + . 377 + . 076 + . 084 + . 012 + . 307 + . 069 +(.344) + . 520 + . 086 - . 091 1.784 
+ + + + + 
8 . + . 069 - . 010 + . 050 + .019 + .037 + . 132 + . 520 +(.520) - .185 - . 412 1.446 
+ 
9. + . 027 + . 177 - . 024 - .070 + .085 + .089 + . 086 - .185 +(.550) + . 692 1.427 
+ + + + + + + 
10. - . 036 - . 094 + .156 + . 116 + . 391 + . 135 - . 091 - . 412 + . 692 +( . 692 ) 2 . 633 
D . 925 .737 .373 .169 1 . 066 .574 1.784 1 . 446 1. 427 2 . 633 11.134 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
3 l 2 2 2 l 4 7 6 0 
2 2 l 1 l 0 3 2 5 l 8 
l 1 0 0 2 l 2 3 4 0 9 
TABLE B' 
X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
4 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 6 3 44 
5 5 4 3 3 3 6 4 3 2 38 9 
4 6 3 2 2 2 3 5 2 3 32 7 
5 3 4 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 .86 2 
4 2 3 2 2 0 3 3 0 5 24 1 
3 1 4 1 3 1 2 2 l 4 22 10 
TABLE C' 
X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
5 4 5 5 4 4 3 6 5 5 46 
4 5 4 4 3 3 2 3 6 6 4-0 8 
3 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 3 5 34 9 
4 5 2 2 3 3 4 1 4 4 32 10 
5 4 1 3 4 2 3 0 5 3 30 2 
4 3 2 2 3 3 2 l 6 2 28 1 
!3 2 3 1 2 4 1 2 3 1 22 9 
. 
T.ABLE D' 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ + + + + + 
l. -(.300) - .096 + .113 - .067 + .017 + .098 - ."229 + .189 + .091 + .182 .334 
+ 
2. - .096 + ( .128) + .032 + .069 + .075 - .013 - .042 - .086 + .083 + .080 .230 
+ + 
3. + .113 + .032 +( .244) - J.038 + .219 + .069 + .024 + .001 - .072 - .068 .524 
+ + + + + + + 
4. - .06? + .069 - .038 -( .113) + .Q03 + .113 + .015 + .003 + .092 - .076 .507 
+ + + + + + 
5. + .017 + .075 + .219 + .003 -( .289) + .023 - .137 + .101 + .051 - .140 .7G 
r 
+( .113) 6. + .098 - .013 + .069 + .113 + .023 - .023 + .057 + .016 + .001 .454 
+ + 
7. - .229 - .042 + .024 + .015 - .137 - .023 +( .512) + .289 + .142 + .512 1.063 
+ 
8. + .189 - .086 + .001 + .003 + .101 + .057 + .289 +(.370) - .370 - .071 .483 
+ 
9. + .091 + .083 - .072 + .092 + .051 + .OlS + .142 - .370 + ( .370) - .355 .048 
+ i- + + + + + + + 
10. ·+ .182 + .080 - .068 - .0? 6 - .140 + .001 + .512 - .on - .355 -( .512) .645 
D .334 .230 ,. 524 .507 .741 .454 _ 1.063 .483 .048 .645 5.029 
E .1491 .1027 .2339 .2263 .3308 •. 2027 .4725 .2156 .0214 .2880 2.242 
K .4464 
TABLE ' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D 
+ 
l. +{ .088) - .111 + .078 + .033 + .066 + .068 + .300 - .157 + .088 + .225 .678 
+ + 
2. - .111 +( .117) + .008 + .046 - .041 - .034 + .091 + .108 + .081 - .050 .215 
+ 
3. + .078 + .008 +( .189) - .091 - .142 + .022 + .087 + .049 - .077 + .135 .258 
+ 
4. + .033 + .046 - .091 +{ .092) + .078 + .067 + .092 + .046 + .044 - .011 .396 
+ + + + + + + 
5. + .066 - .041 - .142 + .078 +( .294) + .044 + • ?.0.d. - .030 - .044 - .045 .036 
+ 
6. + .068 + .034 + .022 + .067 + .044 +( .119) + .119 - .013 + .012 + .057 .461 
+ + + + + 
7. + .300 + .091 + .087 + .092 + .294 + .119 +(.375} -· .187 - .132 - 0375 1 • .200 
+ + + + + + 
8. - .157 + .108 + .049 + .046 - .030 - .013 - .187 +{ .375) + .375 + .133 .867 
+ + 
9. + .088 + .081 - .077 + .044 - .044 + .012 - .132 + .375 +{ .375) + .361 1.083 
+ + + + + + 
10. + .225 - .050 + .135 - .ou - .045 + .057 - .375 + .133 + .361 +( .429) 1.433 
D .678 e215 .358 .396 .036 .461 1.200 .867 1.083 1.433 6.627 
1 
E .2636 .0836 .1003 .1539 .0140 .1792 .4666 .3371 .4211 • 557 216. 627 
K .389 
TABLE F' 
I 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 lo D 
+ 
1. +( .246) - .133 + .052 - .ooa + .062 + .021 + .177 - .246 + .023 - .078 .116 
+ 
2. - .133 + ( .133) + .ooo + .033 - .043 - .049 + .052 + .080 - .046 + .097 .124 
+ 
3. + .052 + .ooo +(.179) - .lOe - .143 + .004 + .040 + .015 + .119 - .079 .081 
4. - .008 + .033 - .106 +( .106) + .076 + .039 + .020 - .006 + .o;n + • 097 • 272 . 
+ 
5. + .062 - .043 - .143 + .076 + (. 292) + 0042 - .300 + .025 + .050 - .037 .024 
6. + .021 - .049 + .004 + .039 + .042 +( .087) + .035 - .073 + .064 + .043 .213 
+ 
7. + .177 + .052 + .040 + .020 - .300 + .035 +(.329) + .030 + .329 - .115 .597 
+ 
8. - .246 + .080 + .015 - .006 + .025 - .073 + .030 +(. 259) - .233 + .321 .638 
+ + + + 
9. + .023 - .046 + .119 + .021 + .050 + .064 + .329 - .233 + (. ',29) - .126 .782 
+ + + + + + 
10. - .078 + .097 - .079 + .09'7 - .037 + .043 - .115 + .321 - .126 + ( .321) .444 
D .116 .124 .081 .272 .024 .213 .597 .638 .782 .444 3.291 




X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X k1 
6 6 3 6 ? 6 4 5 5 4 52 
5 5 2 5 2 5 5 4 4 5 42 5 
4 4 3 6 1 4 4 5 5 4 40 10 
5 3 4 3 2 3 3 4 4 3 34 4 
4 4 3 2 3 2 4 3 3 4 32 1 
TABLE E' 
X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
4 4 5 4 4 4 6 5 3 5 44 
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 6 4 6 38 7 
4 2 3 2 4 4 2 3 3 5 32 8 
3 3 2 3 5 3 1 4 2 4 30 10 
2 4 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 3 28 5 
TABLE F' 
X X 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X ki 
4 4 3 5 4 4 2 4 6 4 40 
3 5 2 4 3 3 l 3 3 5 31 9 




3. +.04889 -.00332 
4. -.01843 +.02186 -.11328 
5. +.06108 -.03202 -.14364 +.07384 
6. +.01284 -.05773 -e0017Q +.01987 +.04031 
7. +.15412 +.02754 +.02401 -.03363 -.30473 -.00700 
8. - • .27046 +.05385 -.00209 -.06332 +.01994 -.11788 -.09581 
9. +.00268 -.06772 + .10481 -.02661 + .04580 + . 02672 +.22449 -.34470 
10. -.09502 +.07880 -.09089 +.05711 -.04052 +.011?6 -.20256 + .22'7 42 + .0482'7 
FACTOR LOADINGS 
Matrix F' 
I II III IV V VI 
1. .63570 -.175 -.277 -.1491 .2636 .0667 
2. .51528 -.510 -.221 .1027 -.0836 .0713 
3. .63523 .107 .112 .2339 .1003 .0466 
4. .54713 · .427 .051 -.2263 .1539 .1563 
5. .46784 .101 .319 -.3308 -.0140 .0138 
6. .42650 .303 .172 .2027 .1792 .1224 
7. .43463 -.255 .534 .4725 -.4666 .3431 
8. -.01423 .435 -.433 .2156 .3371 .3667 
9. -~17868 -.377 .427 .0214 .4211 -.3046 
10. .57950 .ooo -.78 -.2880 -.5572 -.2552 
APPENDIX III 
OBLIQUE SIMPLE STRUCTURE 
Factorial matrix F1 , which results from the centroid solution, re-
presents the end points of test vectors whose scalar products were 
given in the correlational matrix R. In most cases there are a number 
of F matrices which will satisfy an R matrix. The correlational matrix 
R gives only the angular separation of the traits; therefore, many sets 
of end po nts could be found which would preserve these intercorrlations. 
The axes used in the centroid analysis are arbitrary and with every new 
set of axes there would be a new factorial matrix F which could account 
for the original table of intercorrelations. It is the purpose of this 
second problem to find a transfonnation for the F matrix which will yield 
a unique solution. 
If matrix Fis corrected for uniqueness each vector will be of unit 
length. The termini of these vectors can be thought of as points on 
the surface of a unit eypersphere. Now, if these traits form some def-
inite pattern on this surface, such that byperplanes can be passed 
through the traits and the origin of the cypersphere, and if every trait 
lies in at least on of these eyperplanes, simple structure is said to 
exist. 
For illustration purposes, consider a unit sphere in three dimen-
sions. Let the traits fall upon the sides of a spherical triangle ABC. 
Construct three planes so that one pasees through each side of the 
• L See Appendix I, page 13. 
spherical triangle and the origin of the sphere. The tests lying in 
plane OAB can be described in tem.s of the direction cosines of the nor-
mal, We, to that plane. The tests in plane OAC can be described in terms 
of its nonnal W:B, and those in plane OBC, in terms of its normal WA• 
If there are three factors and plane OAC contains two factors and plane 
OAB contains two factors, their line of intersection will necessarily 
be the factor which they hold in common. The intersections of the three 
planes taken in pairs will, then, represent the three primary factors 
for all the teats lying on the sides of the spherical triangle. 
The direction cosines of the normals WA, WB, and We are tabulated 
in the transofrmation matrix G2 • 
This interpretation can be generalized for r dimensions. A simple 
structure in r dimensions consists of r eyperpls.nes each of dimensions 
r-1. Every trait lies in at least one of the r hyperplanes. This con-
figuration becomes a degenerate cone. The equation of a hyperplane is 
The equation of the degenerate cone which represents 
simple structure would be r r 
[ Xm_~p= o. 
m=l 
The equation of the hyperplanes through the points ajm of the config-
ura.tion would be r L ajmWm.p = o. The values for matrix G can be 
m:1 
determined by solving r-1 eyperplanes si~ul taneously. The product of 
See appendix I, page 25. 
matrices o3 and F gives matrix v4 which represents simple structure. 
In this study matrix F was transformed into Vin order to determine 
whether simple structure could be revealed for this particular battery 
of tests. From this matrix some of the factors can be identified, but 
in order to reveal all the factors for each test, it would be necessary 
to insert them in a larger battery. For such a heterogeneous grouping 
this would be a. very laborious task. 
This trans:f'onnation is probably the most valuable and interesting 
part of the multiple factor method from a theoretical viewpoint, but in 
application it is very cumbersome, and, in many cases, impractical. 
Outline for Obtaining Oblique Simple Stru.ct~e 
The centroid method gives th~ factors which make up the correlation-
e.l matrix. The oblique simple axes reveal the minimal number of fac-
tors necessary to describe, adequately, each test. The steps are out-
lined below. 
l. Record all the factor loadings of the centroid method in matrix 
form, thus, :f'o:nning matrix F. 
2. Correct the loadings for uniqueness. This is accomplished by 
normalizing the test vectors. Divide each element in a row by the 
square root of the sum of the squares of all the elements in that row. 




= • 69818. Multiply each element of' that row by the reciprocal of the 
3 See appendix I, page 25. 
4 See appendix I, page 45. 
square root of that sum • 
• 64032 X 1.198: .76710 
.13597 X 1.154: .168289 
In a like manner complete the row. For the second row of Table 
I, square all the entries of the second row of table F and divide ea.ch 
by the square root of the sum of the squares of the elements as was 
done for row one. Perform this operation on all the rows of matrix F, 
thus, fonning table I. 
Find the test constellations. Take the arithmetic average of the 
first two rows. This gives ~69561, .03865, -.0.2285, .32585, .27604, 
-.29225 for the first row of the table of constellations. Take the 
average of rows three and four of table I to detennine the second row 
of table II. The third row represents tests five and six, the fourth, 
tests seven and eight, the fifth, tests nine, the sixth, test ten. 
4. The equation of a reference :hyperplane through the origin and 
r-1 points is 
+WA-AS: 0 WAlAi_ + WAPf2 + • • • • • 0 - where the W's are the direction 
cosines of the nonnals. 
5. Dete:rmine the values of the direction cosines. This gives a 
transformation G such that GF = V, where V represents simple structure. 




A6 A2 A3 A4 A5 
B5 B2 B3 B4 B5 
Cs C2 C3 C4 05 
D5 D2 D3 D4 D5 
E5 E2 E3 E4 E5 
WFl: WAG 
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 
Bl Bz B3 B4 B5 
01 C.2 03 04 C5 
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 
where A1, Az, • • • • • AG, are elements in row A, Bi, B21 ••••••, B5 
are elements in row B of table II. 
In a like manner determine WF2 , WF3' WF4• WF5; then determine WFG 
6 by imposing the condition that L w2Fj = 1 . 
j=l 
6. After thew's have been determined, place them in a table 
forming matrix G. The next step, then, is to multi ply this deteminant 
by matrix F. The product of two matrices is a matrix in which the 
element which lies in the 1th row and jth col\mlll is obtained by 
multiplying each element of the 1th row of one by the corresponding 
element of the jth column of the other and adding the results. To de-
temine the element in the first row and first coltnnn of matrix V, 
multiply each element in the first column of matrix G by the elements 
in the first row of matrix F and add the products. 
TABLE II 
TEST CONSTELLATIONS 
A • 67561 .03865 - . 02285 .32585 .27604 -.29225 
B .74789 .~5092 .31022 -.07934 -.12114 .20153 
C .64622 .50573 -.03530 -,19889 -.09973 -.27370 
D .08260 .44131 -.57414 .21921 -.10947 .12551 
E -.22794 -.39614 .48275 -.17116 .67364 .27904 
F -.67885 -. 26608 .30640 -. 46173 -.21373 .34472 
MATRIX G 
TABLE OF W'S OR TRANSFORMATION FOR MATRIX F 
-.32545 .02936 -.00977 .52445 .54471 -.92928 
.91846 .36149 -.88419 .03034 .37957 -.26074 
-.08187 .10022 .43219 -.57100 .52319 .10075 
.20813 -.34913 .17807 -.41869 .00396 .05289 
.05544 .85773 -.01954 -.47085 • 53423 .23565 
.38314 .01065 .08525 .35511 .21358 .07336 
- - - ----
MATRIX V 
RESULT OF TRAl.~FORMATION OF COORDINATE 
-.08294 .12465 -.29857 .35566 .23799 -.63597 
-.28018 .13300 .27020 -.44266 .54518 -.34388 
-.08912 -.02952 -.11378 .42189 .36532 -.63527 
.25714 .19252 -.15495 .15676 .66569 -.52771 
.08852 .06994 -.41998 .49891 .12909 -.51886 
.04203 .14875 -.23206 .01598 .37311 -.45606 
-.62399 -.01662 .40692 .25067 -.06843 -.11114 
.01943 -.52021 -.11281 .32136 -.58745 .04919 
-.15210 .37173 .41534 -.78192 .27368 .36822 
-.01634 -.06916 .21784 -.13077 -.23601 . 45592 
(-.32545) (.~4032)= -.20839 + {.~1846) (.13597) : .12488 + (-.08187) 
(-.41551} : .03402 + (.20813) (.15714) : .03271 + (.05544) (.18108) : 
.01004 + (.38314) (-.19888): -.07620: -.08294. 
To determine the element in the fourth row and the fifth column of 
matrix V, multiply column five of matrix G by row tour of matrix F, 
and add the products. 
(.54471) ( .55008) : .29963 + (.37957) (.34373) : .13047 + (.52319) 
(.24?93} = .12971 + (.00396) (.14109) = .00056 + (.53423) (.08576) : 
.04582 + (.21358) (.27858) : .05950: .66569. 
In a similar manner detennine all sixty entries for matrix V. 
These oblique reference axes represent the scientific categories in 
tenns of which the test battery can be described. 
After matrix V has been detennined, the factors are named in the 
follo~~ng manner: The six columns in matrix V represents x factors. 
The rows represent the ten tests which include these factors. The 
tests in the order in which they appear in the matrix are listed be-
low. 
1. English Composition 6. Digits Backwards 
2. English Literature 7. Neurotic Tendency 
3. Problem Solution 8. Self-sufficiency 
4. Number series 9. Social-ability 
5. Nonsense syllables 10. Visual Acuity 
In order to characterize factor I, it is necessary to note with 
which of the ten tests it is most highly correlated. It appears to be 
test seven which is a measure of neurotic tendency. However, the load-
ing is negative indieating that the factor represents the opposite of a 
neurotic trait. This factor must be one representing a well integrated 
personality. Factor five is highly correlated with tests two and four, 
indicating that some reasoning or logical thinking factor must be in-
volved. This factor also represents a personality trait. 
From this matrix some of the factors can be identified, but in 
order to reveal all the factors operative in the battery, it would be 
necessary to insert these tests in a much larger battery. If the tests 
in the group to be investigated are not relatively homogeneous, the 
new test battery will necessarily be so large as to make the task of 
analysing almost prohibitive. 
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